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ABSTRACT

This practicum explores the concept of sustainable retail development and seeks out

innovative approaches that can be employed by retailers, retail developers and urban planners to

negative social, environmental and economic implications of predominant retail development

number of considerations which may include product sourcing, transportation and manufacturing

standards, materials recycling, building construction and customer and employee satisfaction;

promote change both locally and globally through the encouragement of more sustainable retail

The conclusion of the practicum implies that planning and development considerations

comprehensive set of policies and guidelines that directly support sustainable development

should be consistent with sustainability objectives, and should be supported by a variety of other

planning tools including community collaboration, capital investment in mature areas, urban
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the background information relating to the purpose and general

1.1 Background

businesses that sell consumer goods are an important component of

some authors state that retailing can work to initiate a broader process of economic development

In addition to the economic considerations of retail development, the changing trends and the

The contemporary city is to a substantial degree articulated in relation to retail

also a major component of spatial behavior in the city, since the vast majority of

the population is involved in some direct or indirect way with shopping activities

persistent t

struggle in which capital builds a physical landscape appropriate to its condition at one particular
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location used in this practicum includes: downtown or city centre; inner city or inner suburban;

spatial distribution of retail development is more complex as it must also relate to retail centre

due to the trends in retail development patterns that have impacted the built environment of

Chain Store Age 

Global Powers of Retailing Supplement 

did not correspond to the increasing rate of retail development, which affected the viability and

to serve their markets effectively have been redesigned and redeveloped in an attempt to



was achieved, in part, by the recognition of planners and politicians that strategies to retain

The traditional role of the urban planner in retail development has been simply to allocate

space for commercial activity through land use designations based on a perceived demand

was based on a land use system that insisted on segregation of commercial from residential

The retail planning process and the tools available to planners have also evolved in many

areas outside of the city centres and these designated regeneration areas have received less

second strategy, most widely used in Ontario, has been through increased interest in and the

attempted to guard against the provision of excess commercial land beyond which a municipality
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The attempts of municipalities implementing these policies and programs have been

private sector and the policies of provincial and municipal governments in response to market

along major transportation arterials, while developing retail in downtown and inner city commercial

development have not only impacted the built environment but also the natural environment,

plans to conform with regional planning guidance, or initiatives to link strategies of sustainable

The theory of sustainable development within urban planning has become increasingly

development, even though cities are one of the primary medium through which the economic
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premise of sustainable development from an urban planning perspective is to reduce the effects

1.2 Problem Statement

retail developments through their adverse economic impact on older retailing patterns, which

affect the less mobile, the older and the poorer consumer, as well as smaller and inner city

retailers

format retail developments, which includes not only the conservation of the natural environment,

prevent large retail developments in the periphery of urban areas, yet many planners, politicians

and the concerned public have expressed concern for downtowns, older retail areas and the

st

reluctant to build within the central business district without assistance from the municipality



have been welcomed by municipalities with very little opposition, and have even been used in the

format retailers

become more sustainable economically, socially and environmentally from an urban

what is more 

sustainable retail development, and how may this be better achieved in Canada’s municipalities?

1.3 Research Objectives and Questions

In the last century, what are the changes that have occurred in retail development

What are the economic, social and environmental impacts of these retail development

In what ways have municipalities attempted to deal with the negative impacts of retail

sustainability criteria based on the literature review to examine initiatives towards achieving
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The second part of the practicum uses the criteria developed from the literature review to

has learned in the process of attempting to create a sustainable retail development in

1.4 Rationale

Marking Our Route , which is stated

members, and the business community to search for ways to ensure a sustainable future for

Globe and Mail’s



to be a leading model of more sustainable retail development, and its implications for future retail

in an attempt to clarify and improve upon the successful and sustainable retail environment that

1.6 Organization of Document

the economic, social and environmental effects of current retail development patterns within a

impacts, and concludes with an examination of future trends in retail development and how this



HISTORY AND TRENDS OF RETAIL DEVELOPMENT

The second section of the literature review examines how these new retail formats; including

The third section reviews literature that highlights the evolution of strategies such as

development, the literature review concludes by looking at the future trends in retailing, and how

economy, there is very little comprehensive literature on the history of retail development and

review is Reading Retail A Guide for 

the Revitalization of Retail Districts

Managing Downtown Revitalization, are essential to place the history of

The economic, environmental and social impacts of retail development trends and how to

approach achieving more sustainable retail development has been studied most extensively in

Retailing, Sustainability 

and Neighbourhood Regeneration



Controlling New Retail Spaces: The Impress of Planning Policies in 

Western Europe 

Large-scale Peripheral Retail Developments: 

At What Price? Big-box Retailing: How are Municipalities Reacting? The

titled Ten Principles for Reinventing America’s Suburban Strips

The Meaning 

of Place

2.1 Evolution of Trends in Retail Development

described as the constant struggle in which capital invests in an appropriate physical landscape

order to examine the current state and emerging trends of retail development, it is necessary to

review this continual process of creative destruction the shifting of retail investment over the

and expansion of the streetcar system in large cities enabled downtowns to become the most

retailing in such cities not only based on ease of accessibility, but also image and prestige



on location for drawing their clientele, but also on an image of prestige and association with the

allowed buildings to be constructed with more than one storey, permitting the department store

with special trips for particular personal or household items, and retailing in suburban areas

th

when merchants adapted to this increased use of the automobile by increasing the number and

increased their concentration of capital through the formation of large corporations and the use of

economies of scale, at a time when automobiles became the preferred mode of transportation of

reduced the viability of both the central business district and commercial strips, as larger shopping



was also supported by governments though the creation and expansion of massive transportation

It is often easier and more convenient to drive twenty miles to an outlying shopping

centre, even at a greater cost in fuel and wear on the car, than to drive one or two

miles into the city core or central business section, which often does not have the

of malls and the adjacent area were designed with few architectural features or amenities and

The interior design of suburban malls created a very pleasant and safe shopping environment

provided little competition to the rapid expansion and growing popularity of regional shopping



exceeded well ahead of population growth, and the beginnings of suburban growth regulations

less time and money for shopping; and with the increased prevalence of two career households

too predictable, and that there was little to distinguish one suburban mall from another – they all

reasons, including the economies of scale that permitted very competitive pricing and a consumer

markets even though a large share of the market exists and is under served in those areas



city sites, contributing to the problems of an excess of retail properties in cities which is evident

2.2 Impacts of Retail Development

The trends in retail development towards malls and larger format stores in the last 50 years

are evident as retailing is both a form of social service and can contribute to the local economy

near the suburban areas of cities where the majority of their

customers reside

their negative social and economic impacts on older, poorer and less mobile consumers, as well

recently, a further concern has arisen in the discussion of retail development, one of conserving



This includes satisfying the following characteristics of sustainable development: achieving a

The primary economic concern of the general trend towards larger format stores and

the accelerated closure of local preexisting stores and retail centres as a result of consumers

st century city: commercial streets with deteriorating buildings, empty

and services, social problems, poor pedestrian environments and amenities, and

tenants, deteriorating buildings and the accompanying social problems were visible, the

downtown business district and inner city commercial areas maintained a stronger position

downtown retained or increased their values as they continued to provide prestigious locations



to the consumer, such as the expanding range of consumer goods and the convenience offered to

must close, people have to and want to drive to further out locations to purchase products for their

 in addition to few

The environmental impacts of recent retail development trends refer not only to the physical

counterparts

sprawling and incoherent manner

the surrounding environment and the local identity, as well as adversely affecting the sense of



retailing promotes the use of the private automobile at the expense of walking, cycling and public

In addition to the unpleasant aesthetic impacts of large format retailers, these retail

developments have other common environmental effects including disturbing the natural balance

as plants are the basis of life from the production of oxygen, to the provision of food and habitat



customers, have compounded the problems by providing physical comforts at the expense of the

and documentaries, including Klein’s No Logo Roger & Me

and Downsize This The Corporation,

The Corporation reviews cases

dealing with issues such as sweatshops, unions, harmful working conditions, toxins used in

mega corporations have the ability to source products from anywhere in the world, resulting in

these workers of offshore manufacturing companies are in many cases unfairly compensated



be bearing the brunt of the environmental health impacts of the production and the

Other global impacts of offshore production include the increase use of resources in

private vehicles is a main factor in increased carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases and

outlet, lifestyle and power centres; catalogues; and the Internet are where today’s

endless variety, the latest designs, parking at the door, and an environment so

sources of petroleum products, the increasing cost of owning a private automobile and high
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2.3 Retail Development and Planning Policy

The trends of retail development as discussed above have had major economic, social and

There was also a lack of coordination of planning between the various levels of government on a

been undertaken, including a variety of downtown redevelopment schemes and the development

been considerable, with an increased proportion of funds being provided by the local government

over time, which reinforced the attitude that the maintenance of downtowns was in the public



appropriate for downtowns

lost to regional malls, through the creation of downtown indoor shopping centres and festival

sector of the extent of urban buying power, and retail opportunities were perceived to be greater

elsewhere because of the social problems faced by urban and inner city neighbourhoods proved

primarily driven by planners and were based on the idea that if the downtown area appeared

initiative was to improve public property such as street furniture, sidewalks, lighting and trees

This strategy again emulated suburban malls for potential solutions: the formation of a

including marketing, business recruitment and maintenance strategies, and collected a special
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strategy was that many of the district and local retail areas outside of the inner city and these

to bringing together effective management, economic development, appropriate design and

for the

to ensure that resources were brought together to facilitate appropriate development schemes,

While almost all of these approaches are currently still in use by cities some more

successful than others



attempt to manage the rapid pace of changing retail development trends was through retail

that the municipalities had both the locations and regulatory environment necessary to attract

types of policy responses was the desire to permit traditional shopping areas to compete with the

retail planning process, and included the development of more comprehensive retail policies

Ontario, some municipalities adopted retail policies to guard against the excess provision of retail
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art of shaping the interaction between, people and places, environment and urban form, and

feet and address the architectural character, color and materials; relationship to the surrounding

have display windows and separate outside entrances, specify maximum setback distances,

included that design guidelines focused primarily on physical aspects at the site scale, despite

planning to prevent competition between retailers, or between methods of retailing, with the intent
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was the promise of urban authenticity, not simply in terms of the architecture and ambiance of

historic public life but also in terms of the excitement and creativity of the retail mix, which was

into the city represented both an endorsement of social diversity and a desire for authenticity,

supported historic preservation, assisted architecture and urban planning away

the consumption functions of mature urban economies, creating new jobs and new

These downtown spaces of consumption became exciting, yet familiar enough to suburban

shoppers that a version of th



2.4 The Future of Retail Development

of urban lifestyles, the saturation of suburban markets, regional concern for the effects of

will be looking for durability and recyclability in goods, and so will look kindly on retailers whose
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of human and environmental health: sustainable site development, water savings,

street’ shopping districts real commercial corridors in an urban context

for retailers to distinguish themselves, and these strong niches further recruit complementary

that is able to provide the consumer with a suitable selection of merchandise and prices within

The combination of a local customer base and a clientele drawn from outside the local community



the density and mix of uses that extends the shopping day and creates an exciting urban feel to

the street, and the proximity and continuity of diverse retailers that creates the opportunities for

be smaller than traditional malls or power centres and have the appearance of a vibrant city street

strategies employed at many traditional shopping centres, where tenants in a

single category are often distributed throughout the mall to encourage customers

While there seems to be a number of positive contributions of lifestyle centres to sustainable



and living experience rather than the true urban experience that has recently become more

including those of cognition, the physiology of memory, within anthropology and sociology, and

connection to a place can translate into increased retail sales, more nights spent

lasting, if the nature of the place is not contrived but genuine and the meaning of

There are many key ingredients involved in placemaking, which include a combination

of civic, cultural, entertainment, residential and recreational uses, with retailing at its heart

an element that provides a connection between the user and

the place larger retailers can successfully integrate hybrid stores with careful site planning and



need to be committed to understand the existing context of the surrounding area and the target

market, including the characteristics of the residents, the customers, the commercial tenants and

be able to evolve over time; therefore change must be considered into any successful retailing

ambitious labour standards; making future and

not just urging their suppliers to

meet green standards; and sourcing regional food and merchandise at all its stores, to keep local

general public as consumers

2.5 Summary

Through this review of planning literature related to the history and trends of retail

implemented in the past, in addition to more recent planning and retail development initiatives



RESEARCH METHODS

The practicum involves a case study approach and was informed through triangulation of

and planning documentation, as well as direct observations, photography and key informant

3.1 Case Study Selection Process

which locations to research for a range of suitable models of sustainable retail development

3.2 History of Mountain Equipment Co-op



gear rentals, product information sessions, gear maintenance sessions and gear swaps to

recreation, such as hiking and mountaineering, at the lowest reasonable price in

accountabilities into key roles within multiple departments – ensuring that initiatives are linked

conducive to implementation of their sustainability policies through the following means: a

In 2004, a study titled Mountain Equipment Co-op’s Green Building Approach was conducted



an enhanced public image and reputation, their employees are proud of where they work, an

but one related to the green building program

experienced an overall increase in sales revenues



not only moved all four existing stores into new locations, and some with numerous environmental

3.3 Data Collection

boundaries for the district and block, as well as general observations and photographic

transportation systems and walking to access the stores to both experience the accessibility of

such as accessibility, safety, area characteristics, mix of uses, and economic, infrastructural and

There was no grading system for the sustainable retail development criteria used in the



Only the applicable sustainability criteria were evaluated at each location as some criteria did

Two or three key informant interviews were also conducted at each store location in

conjunction with the site observations to provide insight into the existing character of the

appropriate key informants for these interviews were selected prior to and during the research



3.4 Data Analysis Techniques  

development criteria that were used in the study, results were noted as comments to highlight

data

3.5 Assumptions     

comprehensive method to evaluate an existing or future retail development for sustainability

informative example to highlight various sustainability initiatives, and that these initiatives are

assumption was that the recommendations would be applicable to urban planners, and provide

3.6 Limitations   



the considerations for retail developers to create a sustainable retail development and was very



SUSTAINABLE RETAIL DEVELOPMENT: CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

points of inspiration and constraints, and used these lessons to improve it’s site selection and

developed through each experience at a new retail location, the current strategy does not apply to

What is apparent from the following analysis is that with each retail store, certain aspects of

sustainability criteria observations, followed by the points of inspiration and constraints at each

continue to develop sustainable retail locations, and how other retailers, retail developers and

4.1 MEC Site Selection and Retail Store Development Process

fundamentally different from other retailers in that it began operating primarily as a mail order

store, and a substantial portion of their current retail activity continues through the mail and



based on the membership demand rather than the conventional approach at attempting to create

greenhouse gas emissions are due to the operation of buildings, and the built environment must
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have part the market, because if you have little or no diversity in the market, then

ensure that it offers something that other stores cannot – to maintain social capital

demographic consultants who have a specialty in locating retail sites at the initial stages and real

x’, the price



retail store locatio gy has evolved as a result of each new

the following information:
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These factors tend to have very high correlation and, in general, an overlay of existing

especially with existing members therefore the sensitivity to location

2

• 2

• 2

bars, coffee shops, proximity to universities and modes of transportation to produce a relative



The following list reveals a compilation of numerous location and site characteristics that

cycling and private automobiles;
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4.2  Vancouver

needed to stay in the same general area and there was no consideration of locating the new

The primary considerations in developing a location for the new Vancouver store were
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common in other large cities at the time, the city spread out from its historic core and leaving

into rooming houses, while others were knocked down for the wave of apartment buildings that



experiment with a new business strategy by opening a second smaller retail location in a major

The following sustainability criteria data for the Vancouver store were gathered during site
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Planning objectives in Vancouver and Mount Pleasant



although Vancouver had many policies, an overall plan to guide development decisions was

retained some of Vancouver’s existing directions and policies, such as maintaining neighbourhood

The plan supported increasing the variety of housing options and job opportunities throughout

neighbourhoods meet the needs of their residents, by providing places to live, shop, play,

environment, such as diverse job opportunities, promoting walking, cycling and transit as modes

retail space should support the downtown and the creation of new neighbourhood centres, as well



each shopping area, and will consider issues such as streetscaping improvements, business

mix, the potential for additional residential density near shopping areas, and the potential for

Sustainability objectives in development plans

to describe the directions and policies it contains, many of the principles are in alignment with
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Mix of land uses and zoning

and a relatively low proportion are single detached

building types as well, with commercial uses on

are light industrial and service commercial uses,

range of land use types results in the district’s

ability to achieve the objectives of a complete

neighbourhood with a variety of housing types,

have had older buildings demolished and new

stage of the development application process

Demographics

has a high proportion of single person households



below the average of residents in the entire city, at

continues to be an ethnically diverse community,

It was also more affordable for the artists as it

into the area and renovated older homes, as well

as began a trend of new residential construction

of higher density and mixed use developments

of the history and culture in the district, and it

has become more popular and experienced

which have become less affordable for some

residents and independent business owners alike

Character

The commercial areas in the district have

in residents, and some are now emerging as
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complete, and the commercial areas are distinct

and no longer solely dependent upon the residents

The various commercial areas in the district

contain a mix of retailers and services that

attract customers from a larger catchment due

and national businesses that provide goods

Placemaking

Two of the key informants, who were both



informant who is newer to the city and only a

Transportation and accessibility

neighbourhood with an exemplary coordination

calming measures are used within the residential

areas, such as a number of stop signs, circular

which provides fast connections to other express

provides exceptional service not only within

Vancouver, but also to all the surrounding cities

grid system that facilitate easy navigation and

supports other modes of transportation including

circular islands at road intersections are used on
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of designated and signed cycling routes and

movement within the district as well as providing

movement through the district is safe, interesting

drivers or passengers of private automobiles,
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of streets and niche market retailers, it has a lower evaluation for the mix of uses and economic

Off-site parking

One of the most apparent characteristics of

the block is the number of vehicles, both traveling

constructed by renovating and joining a number

of buildings on the block, increased the number



The pedestrian environment

surface parking lots along the block, and the

not at ground level and access to these parking

allowing parallel parking along the curb makes

the roadway seem narrower and less intimidating

a barrier between the sidewalks and the busy

road that is often used by large trucks and a main

The block is also becoming more pedestrian

were only recently planted along parts of this

aesthetics, but it will be a few years before

are intersection lights at regular intervals for

for safe and easy pedestrian accessibility on each

setback from the sidewalk, which provides good

a barrier for pedestrians and make the road

setback, boulevard trees and window shopping
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Yukon to Alberta South     North

        Vacant

        Taiga outdoor gear

Alberta to Columbia South     North

   Inside Outside    Vacant

   Insurance services   Travel agency

        Tailor

        Tailor

Columbia to Manitoba South     North

Manitoba to Ontario South      North

        Travel and tour shop



Niche market of independent and national retailers

include a mix of large or national retailers such as

variety of smaller and independent retailers that

Variation of lot sizes

On the south side of the block the lots are

typically deeper and wider to permit larger building

footprints and are occupied by larger retailers such

side of the block the lots are narrower and have

this portion of the block has many similar types of

retailers that typically draw customers from a wide

shopping, the block is lacking in other commercial

block permit buildings with larger footprints, many

north side of the block typically contain smaller

retailers and businesses within older and some



that recently developed a mixed use building on

In addition to the retailers there are a few

restaurants, personal and professional services

offered that are complimentary to the retail uses,

personal and professional services on the block

on the block to provide customers during working

hours, the nearby light industrial area would

there are only a few uses, such as the couple of

restaurants and lounges that attract customers to

Revitalization

problems with crime and commercial vacancies

site that was for a mixed use building beginning

One key informant stated that in the past

Vacant storefronts: 2



Vancouver: Site

Renovations: towards green building innovations

evaluation of site sustainability for criteria such

as green building design when compared to the

Winnipeg store, other site sustainability criteria

store ever at this time, moving outwards to an

commercial area within the inner city suburbs of



but the environmental additions were only a small

Utilization of natural site features

and allows the building to provide easy access to

top patio space to provide staff and customers

an unobstructed view of the downtown and the

On-Site Parking

majority of the money collected from the parking

lot is donated towards environmental causes to

however, the building has a large interior storage

area for employee bicycles, in addition to the

large bicycle parking area for customers on the

mandatory provision for bicycle parking in addition

as parking minimums to prevent excess parking

side is landscaped to reduce site runoff and



Access and safety

a lit stairway and an elevator from the parking

that provides access from the parking lot to the

entrance, an internal elevator provides access to

footprint and surface parking areas through

Building character, scale and facade

The façade of the building is very conservative

as compared to the newer stores such as

photographs displaying outdoor activities are the

The Vancouver store also has large window

displays facing the street for a large portion of the

the store and at highlighted products in window

Social interaction space

There are a few locations for social interaction

The Vancouver store has a reference area with

couches and tables for reading and trip planning,

space for social interaction and taking in the view



to community sustainability is the attempt to build

Education

and schools by offering free sessions on outdoor

general sustainability issues at various outdoors

providing recycling and composting services at

to erect displays and information booths, as well

Funding

wilderness conservation education programs

and wilderness access societies, in addition to

provided through paid staff to share outdoors

to attend and support local events, and provide

labour for trail maintenance with biking and

store such as lecture series, meetings and



Partnerships

including access societies and educational

funding and educational opportunities continue,



4.3 Toronto

environmental upgrades – but shortly thereafter opened a number of other stores in new



to the relocation that occurred in Vancouver, the new Toronto store was not located too far from



Toronto Star:

ail store moved locations, many of these same competitors that had

based on its passion for the outdoors and wild places, and attempts through their stores to inspire

The following sustainability criteria data for the Toronto store were gathered during site



Planning objectives in Toronto and the King-Spadina district: Sustainability focused

Spadina area and include the



Toronto’s

of making sustainable choices about how Toronto should grow; integrating social, environmental

and economic perspectives into decisions, and meeting the needs of current residents without

building for improving everyday life, including the built environment, the human environment,

The also encourages the development of traditional shopping streets, and states

diverse retail environments for local shoppers; specialty retail markets for attracting tourists and

improving public amenities such as transit, parking and landscaping, enhancing pedestrian
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Plan

nature of streets, open spaces and pedestrian routes; preserving heritage buildings; encouraging

surrounding form and massing; encouraging the development of a district heating and cooling

Mix of land uses

Multiple players in revitalization

your mind instead to the elegant street lamps lining the sidewalk, or to the people

his hand through the air, and with the panache of a magician, buries the ugly hydro



Transportation and accessibility

even own a vehicle, and a substantial number of residents wanted to see an increase in public

While this area of the city is very accessible by alternative modes of transport such as transit
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located near the only greenway/recreational trail

accessible from downtown, which runs along the



Character

The current character of the district is best

of Toronto, with continuing redevelopment and

conversion of old warehouse buildings to complete

a destination retail and entertainment area that

draws in customers from all over the city, the

area is rapidly changing to support the growing

residential population – typically young and single

professionals, or married without children, and

in the area, which is expected to grow in the next

The increased number of local residents

to move away from the early stages of commercial

to come into the area when it was undergoing

Demographics
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had university education and half of the surveyed

residents live in apartment buildings, and over

Placemaking

There was a general agreement from all

bag – a place to live and work; trendy and artsy,
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becoming a neighbourhood in the true sense, and

residents are beginning to create this community

rise residential buildings, the area may not have

the appropriate mix of housing and residents to



The area of study at the block level was along King Street, from John Street to the east and

Off-site parking

was initially built on an empty lot in an area

with many vacancies and parking lots, an

underground parking lot for approximately 75

surface parking areas along the block, there is
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Pedestrian Environment

has wide, attractive sidewalks to facilitate

generally short with some variation in length,

and the buildings have little or no setback from

the sidewalks, both of which also provide an

pedestrian crossings at intersections with smaller

streets on King Street, and no marked cycling

road to catch a passing street car, the safest place

to cross King Street is at the major intersections

Mix of independent and national retailers

The retail component along this section of

even

with 5 outdoor

of these and acts as an anchor that draws the

The remainder of the block study area is lined with

a variety of restaurants, cafes and some service

Spadina district, further west along King Street,

retailers on the block provides a niche retail

entering the area and redeveloping existing



John to Wildmer North    South

Wildmer to Peter North    South

Peter to Charlotte North    South

   Spoon

Charlotte to Spadina North    South

       Shoeless Joe’s

       Surface parking lot



blocks and are occupying redeveloped warehouse

Spadina district is just beginning to catch up to

the demand that has been created by the intense

Variation of lot sizes and building height

format retailer with a total retail area of nearly

block is varying in height, age and design, which

storey character houses and warehouses typical

has resulted in a number of smaller lots being

buildings replacing the older buildings and empty

income developments and contain new shops

and services that are targeted at this population,

leaseable space for complimentary businesses



such as the specialty grocery store and the

larger footprints, the streetfront retail and service

an attempt to conserve the mix of businesses and

approach and during construction of the building,

has recently been rented to a condo development

The remainder of the block also incorporates a

mix of uses to provide customers at varying times

through the national pharmacy, specialty grocery,

uses are the restaurants, lounges and some retail

both local residents and visitors to use throughout

strength of the block is apparent through the

buildings or storefronts on the block, there are

currently two major condo redevelopment sites

under construction and two other sites that are

adapted old buildings and maintained design

parking lot entrance is located along this wall, but

is not an eyesore!





Toronto: Site

was a surface parking lot in an area of derelict light industrial and warehouse buildings, over the

development because the site was not located in an established commercial centre or node, but



On-site parking and building access

physical improvements to the site in addition

to constructing a new building with numerous

customers, there is no internal access to the

store and parkade is safe along the sidewalks

front window of the store under the canopy and

The store is also very easy to locate from

the street for pedestrians, and to a less extent,

signs along the front facade, two smaller signs

located higher on both sides of the building

Building character and facade

distinguishable on the block with a façade that is

are no blank walls along the front façade, which

has large windows that allow a view into the store

Social interaction space

The design of the site also provides

opportunities for social interaction through street

lot to the front entrance of the building is safe for



furniture outside the store, and inclusion of a

Green building innovations

the Toronto store from the ground up was crucial,

as during construction of the new Vancouver store

incorporating environmentally friendly construction

was determined to ensure that the next store to

undergo construction, the Toronto store, received

store, it’s like an experiment in environmental

Although the Toronto store has the following 

environmental upgrades, the building is not 

materials used were recycled from other structures

was constructed with exposed construction

incorporated recycled materials and products

Ecologo



Other interior features include rug tiles laid

concrete; recycled lumber cut from old log booms

concrete contained recycled materials, which

reduces the amount of other waste materials to the

Skylights were also constructed from

reclaimed wood, and provide natural daylighting

footprint, the store is designed so that the natural

an

emergent set of technologies at the time were

The windows are designed to provide cooling

with exposed structural components and natural

provide natural lighting, as well as display space

to permit natural light from skylights to penetrate



environmental upgrades was approximately

The addition of a green roof was considered

both visionary and gutsy, as a fund had not been

certainty for the garden’s design and performance

with the green roof halfway through the design and

soils and are typically cost and maintenance

roof structure had to be adjusted in a later phase

this type of garden had never been constructed

plants that were hardy, resistant to drought, low

growing, shallow rooted, resistant to heavy winds,

the garden was not planned, the most important

construction, an irrigation system was installed



Toronto store initiates and provides support to

local groups in a number of other ways, including

funding through product donations, space within

the store for displays and fundraising, promoting

events, and providing staff for tours, presentations,

outdoor events such as paddling festivals and

Partnerships

The Toronto store has a large impact on the

surrounding community, primarily through their

Education

Funding

In addition to environmental enhancements on



4.4  Ottawa

neighbourhood of Ottawa with history as an area of cottages, and existed as a village until is was



The cause of the rapid redevelopment was linked in the media to a number of factors,

including the general upturn in the economy, changing demographics in the area from seniors

selling their residences to young families in the hot housing market and the opening of two



occurring in Westboro were part of a larger trend of many people preferring to living in an



lesson to keep in mind when new businesses are proposed for Ottawa’s other

The following sustainability criteria data for the Ottawa store were collected during site



Planning objectives in Ottawa and Westboro: Sustainability focused

Ottawa 20/20

Ottawa 20/20

meet these challenges of growth by supporting livable communities and healthy environments by

directing growth to key areas with a mix of housing, shopping, recreation and employment where



format retailers are permitted, these developments must consider not only the built form, but

objectives and targets, determine key policies and regulations, and delineate an implementation



Mix of land uses and zoning

The second strategy for implementing the

comprehensive bylaw, and thus the proposed

policies that are proposed to be enforced in the

through minimum parking areas to accommodate

In particular, the Westboro Village area is

which permits a wide variety of retail, restaurant



variety of types, from low density single detached

and medium density attached housing, smaller

apartment buildings, as well as a more recent

The remainder of the dwellings consist of a mix

Demographics

is fairly even, with the largest proportion of

variation of housing types offered in the Westboro



varied, with the primary ethic backgrounds ranging

as a village outside of Ottawa that was settled in

low mobility rate, which may explain the residents’

participation in the planning and development

of their neighbourhood, and their extremely

of Westboro residents is only slightly higher at

There has been a recent residential growth

spurt in the last few years, with many new

families moving in as older residents are down

Westboro is primarily busiest on the weekends

as it is a destination retail area that has a very



believes that Westboro did not gentrify, as there

area is improving from primarily car lots, to an

Character

Placemaking

The Westboro district had the strongest

lobby with force to get the things they want and to

residents have participated in open houses during

slogan for a new condo development along



comments that Westboro has everything that

residents need, including paths to the river and

Transportation and accessibility

The Westboro district has exemplary

coordination between land uses and

calming measures are also used to reduce through

the long axis of some streets are perpendicular

to the primary roads to provide variation in block

by a linear trail network, as well as certain roads

the district are disconnected, however, there are a

has only a couple of signs that mark the cyclist

live because they can walk and cycle within the

neighbourhood, and have good access to other

Westboro is also supported by an effective



the designated major transit route exists adjacent

purpose of an effective transit system, where the

residents drive a private vehicle to work, 20

percent use Ottawa’s public transit system,

than some of the other districts in the study

accommodate more growth, the recent residential

is looking at infrastructure improvements in

alternative ways than simply increasing road width

Business Improvement Area

and beautify public lands and buildings, beyond

that which is provided by the municipality, and

promote the area as a business and shopping

streetscaping effort in the last few years that was



parking in Westboro Village is always free, so

recently applied to expand its current boundaries

approximately seven blocks to the east towards

Westboro Village’s already powerful brand as



Off-site parking



Pedestrian environment

The recent streetscaping initiatives of

the Westboro Village enhance the pedestrian

ensures for convenient and comfortable pedestrian

sidewalk, except for a few businesses such as the

but the provision of parking along the curb reduces

setback and are divided into smaller individual

storefronts which also make the blocks feel

recent streetscaping improvements increased the

The one component of the streetscape that is

lacking and in some cases missing, is boulevard

Mix of independent and national retailers

The study area encompassed the primary retail

area of Westboro Village, which is concentrated



niche market that draws customers from a wide

combination of some good retail stores, many

vacancies, and more car lots and car associated

location, it was shortly thereafter followed by other

sporting goods and clothing retailers, as well as

other types of healthy lifestyle amenities such as

yoga studios, various types of health providers,

products but all operate providing merchandise

The mix of outdoor sports retailers is a good

combination of larger national chains in addition

thus an example of a successful retail area that

customers from a wide geographic base, yet other

independent retailers provide healthy competition

for comparison shopping and complimentary

provides complimentary products to the outdoor

retailers and home decor retailers provides easy



Athalone to  South     North

Churchill

       Trio restaurant and lounge

       Shorline surf and wakeboard shop

Churchill to

Roosevelt

  Senior Tours

Roosevelt to

Golden/

Dominion



cause some changes to the commercial area

whereby some smaller stores such as a local

barber could not afford the increases in rent

change in commercial areas is what keeps

offering products and services at an appropriate

Variation in lot sizes

The mix of large national retailers and smaller

independent retailers is possible within the block

and rear of the lot, as well as smaller retailers on

traditional main street character, the storefronts of

The smaller lots contain new and old buildings

that are mostly undergoing renovations and



component, there is also a small variety of other

uses such as personal services, professional

block are daytime commercial retail and service

draws visitors to the block in addition to adding to

undergone extensive renovation as part of the



Character and revitalization

The character of the block is evolving towards

change, but also the mentality of the business

area clean and take better care of their shops

Space is still be built for new businesses,

of which were storefronts used for condo sales



Ottawa: Site

Innovative design process

in the design of the building, which consisted

enhancements to the Toronto store were



success of construction of the Ottawa store has

brought together all expertise into the design and

construction of the building, including the project

architects, engineers, building contractors and

Materials reuse and recycling

In addition to the challenge of achieving

construction of the new building, and any new

construction materials needed to be sourced within

500 kilometers from the site to reduce vehicle

emissions from material transportation as well

environmental upgrades were estimated to be

estimated that these expenses could be recovered

The process began with the careful

dismantling of the old grocery store, and reclaiming

could be reused, and the remainder would either

the existing structure was reclaimed and used in

addition to steel from crushed cars to manufacture

construction of the Ottawa store were reused or

constructed so that it can be easily adapted to



and beams that were salvaged from log booms

up and combined with crushed pink granite from

the gravel parking lot was paved shortly thereafter

as it was hard to maintain and was often too

Designing for disassembly

using bolts and screws, rather than nails, so that

the building could be more easily taken apart in

the future and allow for reuse of the materials

environmental priorities as well as future building

furnace was installed and the walls sealed by a

with shades to draw in the summer and keep the

building cool in addition to the landscaping with

vegetation such as vines to produce shade around



Other factors that were considered included

the orientation of the building, and the amount and

location of windows for providing natural lighting

management system supplement natural lighting in

inches, and covered with half and inch of stucco

increase the insulation value as well as being

Building character and facade

The exterior façade of the building is

composed of lightweight corrugated metal,

While some Westboro residents did not like the

metallic façade, others acknowledged that the

the use of corrugated metal was deliberate and

aesthetically pleasing than traditional concrete

walls and helps to break down the building’s scale

shaped like a big box store and too few windows

felt that the store is visually interesting and has

and interesting building materials on the building



to debate that tastes will continue to change

examples of how an environmentally motivated

client and project team can achieve designing

for disassembly and other sustainable objectives

without compromising building aesthetics,

Ottawa store does not have large pictures of

Signage is also placed at a visible height for

for viewing merchandise in the store or at window

displays, the use of interesting building and

Landscaping

and various types of coniferous and deciduous

Water conservation measures were taken

such as maples, sumac, honey suckle and wild

rose where chosen for landscaping due to their

panel on top of the large rain barrel provides



power for the electric pump in the watering system

Social interaction space

The entrance of the Ottawa store provides

draw was the rocks used for the hard landscaping

observed sitting and chatting, as well as watching

of the store, a playhouse is also provided for

other complimentary businesses, a coffee shop

On-site parking and store accessibility

the parking is located at the side and rear of the

building so as to not detract from the pedestrian

one at the front and one at the rear, to provide

Sidewalks are provided around the exterior of the

building for safe access from the parking area to

There are also many covered parking spaces

visible from the interior of the store, they are

located at the front near the store entrance in clear
front of the building is monitored by passing



Education

in the Ottawa store is to educate both staff and

members about sustainability issues in a variety

The store also provides space within the store

for local groups to set up displays, hold meetings,

who plays a large role in educating the community

Funding

The Ottawa store supports local groups with

and product donations towards groups that have a

conservation focus, promote wilderness activities,

paid staff to attended local community events

climbing evenings provide local community groups

the opportunity to experience the outdoors and



Partnerships

of partnerships with cycling, climbing, skiing and

partnerships ensure that support is continued and



4.5 Winnipeg



stores that we’ve been inundated with for the past few years, this type of business is a lot easier

Sound which moved into a space that had previously been one of the less attractive bars in town,

In early 2002, the downtown of Winnipeg was stated to be undergoing one of the biggest



private investment going on more closely resembles the development that unfolded downtown

another location in a more suburban commercial area the south part of the city, but chose

rather to locate as per the typical strategy – in a downtown or established inner suburban



The following sustainability criteria data for the Winnipeg store were gathered during site

studied in this practicum and provided the author the opportunity to learn how to perform the



Planning objectives in Winnipeg and the downtown

The Winnipeg retail store greatly enhances the directions and policies outlined in

principles include sustainability, social consciousness, thoughtful development, partnership and



encourage downtown living, promote the excitement of downtown and encourage accessibility to

development, commercial/retail policies, staff and budget resource allocations, and transportation

Retail Development Policy 

Recommendations for Plan Winnipeg

Winnipeg 2020 by stating:



promote do

There is very little understanding of the vision and strategic direction that it articulates for the

towards the most needed areas, the plan does not facilitate action or any means to accomplish

these policy statements, and does not provide much basis for the use of performance measures



Sustainability objectives

Mix of land uses and zoning

The two other land use categories



Demographics

The downtown is thus composed of a more ethnically diverse population than the remainder



Character

buildings have been restored and converted into condominiums, which appeal to students,

character areas of the downtown are not well

located, is not one of the areas that is commonly

is a mix of new and old buildings and a variety of

uses, but no characteristics that provide a distinct

visitors that are drawn to the character areas such



Placemaking

While each key informant described certain

character areas within the downtown as having a

residents in the downtown to create a streetlife

commercial downtown – the major shopping

centres in the suburbs are the most used retail

central retail area and a process of placemaking

expressed concern about the safety of themselves

when confronted by aggressive panhandlers

and intoxicated people, as well as concern for



Transportation and accessibility

Transportation within the downtown is, to a

The downtown is composed of higher density

residential dwelling types, a variety of employment

and commercial uses, and major entertainment

facilities, and is thus internally well serviced

along many of the city’s major transit routes and

within the downtown and to major transit stations

This is very a low rate of private vehicular

use in comparison to the remainder of the city’s

corridors to link the downtown with the rest of the



easier mobility within downtown residential areas, and facilitate easier navigation for improved

no designated or signed cycling routes within the downtown or to provide access to other areas

proximity of the trail to the rivers edges and the lack of elevation changes at the riverbanks, the

Business Improvement Zone
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Off-site parking

The pedestrian environment



trees, benches, street art, garbage receptacles

up to the sidewalk to provide a further sense

building styles, which provides an interesting

pedestrian environment and a glance at

Lack of unique and street-oriented retail uses 

retailers near this area of downtown is within the

retailer or other such complimentary retailers on

but instead are the retailers generally found in

patterning, and the buildings are built up to the



Garry to Smith North      South

   Vacant building    Vocational School

   Vacant building    Vacant

Smith to Donald North     South

Donald to Hargrave North     South

   Vacant

Hargrave to Carlton North     South

        Vacant



Variation of lot sizes and building height

ranging from the length of the entire block to a

buildings on the larger lots are divided at the street

The height of buildings in the central business

buildings to provide a source of customers during

services and retail that are accessible from the

The block contains as many retail uses as

are very few personal and professional services,

compared to suburban retail markets, which have

In the evenings, the primary attraction to the

block is to watch events such as hockey, music

a lesser extent, the evening draw is to the few



Winnipeg: Site
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retail uses within the central business district, and therefore enhances planning objectives for the



been in a state of decline for a number of years

On-site parking and building access

the pedestrian nature of this district which does

of travel, or park at one of the nearby surface

have encouraged some shoppers to use other

modes of transportation, as well as enhanced the

numbers of pedestrians and potential customers

The lower than expected level of business

by providing an hour of free parking at a nearby

Smith Street lot for customers who had spent

insisted its environmentally conscious clientele

hoping people take the bike or public transit, but

front entrance, but it is not covered from the



we’re also aware people like to take their cars,

especially if they’re driving in from rural locations’

Building Character and Facade

The building facade is very distinguishable

The range of building types and styles include

The facade is composed of a combination of

materials and colors including brick, masonry, red

metal panels, and has large display windows from

interesting, which also makes the wall appear to

and sign that is visible for both pedestrians and

also indicates the type of retailer in the building in

Social interaction space

interesting public social interaction space than

textures and images on the side of the building



entrance to the store to permit a tree in a planter

areas are available near the roadside and bus

stop, but outdoor social interaction spaces are not

 Green building innovations

building was constructed with mostly recycled

or local materials and designed to be energy

which were from the buildings that were carefully

dismantled on site in addition to locally sourced

building is cooled from the natural cooling effect

also contains two composting toilets in the public

washrooms to reduce water use and wastewater



almost exactly half of the footprint that would exist

solve Winnipeg’s biggest pollution problem by

absorbing the storm water that too often washes

powers a solar generator that pumps stored rain

water up from the basement for drip irrigation on

These green building innovations not only

compared to a traditional retail building, and

stormwater runoff, naturally cools the building

proudly displayed in the front entrance of the



Sustainability is ingrained into all aspects

Education

principles that tour participants can practice in their

homes and schools – that the small things can

by providing grants to fund educational programs,

environmental awareness week activities, and

contributes articles to local newsletters on topics

Space is also provided within the store for local

Funding

to local groups such as a river stewardship



4.6  Points of Inspiration

Shortly thereafter, various other outdoor stores began to open or relocate in the same area, now



It also provided an example for other retailers and retail developers that environmentally friendly

discussions, and through the creation of a pilot incentive program where successful applicants

recently to the edges of cities where large

sites are readily available and more economical



shopping spaces, it could not have been done without the cooperation of the public sector to

of Westboro is felt by many as it is considered a vibrant and thriving retail area with a myriad

The Westboro community has been very involved in all aspects of the development of their

no regulations exist on where a business can or cannot operate based on competition or



ownership, the residents were active at voicing their opinions to ensure the continued success

planning department has taken advantage of the residents passion for their neighbourhood

towards creating a vision and direction for the development of a new Westboro community plan,

themselves, who have stayed here through the down times and invested in their properties and

Westboro neighbourhood is evidently successful in its mix of both residential and commercial

that the building can be dismantled again in the future for easier redevelopment and recycling of



begin to create sustainable employment opportunities, sustainable town centres,

The architect further stated:

not just be one of a list of good ideas for the capital region; rather it could be

The concept of green building has since become popular in Winnipeg, having one of the



4.7 Constraints

In addition to a number of points of inspiration and successes, there have been many



a commercial area often has positive outcomes, there was apprehension expressed about the

businesses was an unforeseen outcome, but many other businesses were attracted and helped in



there are large distances between the character areas of the downtown, and a lack of linkages

The streetfront retail environment in Winnipeg has suffered; and the attempt to bring the



of Winnipeg residents to use public transportation or other alternative modes of travel is not

The alternate location on the south side of the city had the greatest potential for sales,

4.8  Future Development Challenges

Therefore, in the end the site is only as good as the real estate that was available in that time



problematic to determine appropriate locations because there is no urban core structure like in

possible store locations that would provide an estimated 2 million dollars in annual revenue

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



currently untested consideration is how easily a population could be aggregated to a site through

even in suburban

locations

4.9 Summary

based on the research for planners and retail developers to facilitate more sustainable retail

•

•

•

•



City Points of Inspiration Constraints Future Development

Challenges

Vancouver

for commercial

and complimentary

•

•

and renovation prior

to green building

initiatives

redevelopment

opportunities in leased

building

•

•

timelines and

available real estate  

do not always result

in the best store

location

availability and cost

makes suburban

sites more

attractive, but does

location criteria

new smaller

economies of scale

and sustainable

site development,

versus new and

larger stores with

a much larger

catchment

markets in smaller

urban areas or

more marginal

locations

green building

technologies and

accreditation

systems

•

•

•

•

•

Toronto

and social argument

for green building

initiatives

efforts towards the

making of a place

•

•

advantage of highest

and best use of site

Technological risks and

limitations of green

building initiatives

•

•

Ottawa

into urban street

involvement in

planning

neighbourhood

for disassembly’ for

use

•

•

•

•

may cause commercial

changes, others believe

character or identity

•

•

Winnipeg

a catalyst for others

Success of using a

collaborative and

•

• downtown for a variety

of reasons

in a car culture

may not have been

appropriate due to

the lack of an intuitive

location

•

•

•



SYNTHESIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It concludes with general implications and recommendations for planners as well as retail

5.1 Synthesis of Findings

The goal of this study was to clarify the meaning of sustainable retail development and

depth literature review of the economic, environmental and social effects of the trends of retail

including document research, site observations and key informant interviews to provide a

The sustainability criteria that were developed through the literature review and used in the

study provided the researcher with an easy to use tool to evaluate and compare various retail site

The criteria developed in this study proved to be effective for the researcher primarily in three

criteria encourage a developer to ensure that not only does the proposed development meet any

The criteria also have no grading system, which implies that planning and development are not



elements that a planner or retail developer should consider in developing sustainable retail

in a variety of retail development situations and encourage innovative solutions that are tailored to

the meaning of sustainable retail development, it is not a separate concept from the overall

meaning of sustainable development. The considerations for attempting to achieve more

sustainable retail development are not exclusive, but are one aspect towards a larger goal

planners, policy makers, decision makers, retailers, retail developers, architects and designers

5.2  Implications for Urban Planning 

policy makers, as well as decision makers can have on retail developments in the future is very

it is important to ensure that these regulations are effective, yet not overly onerous for retail



health of other retail areas will not be adversely affected, and the surrounding industrial uses will

provides planners and decision makers an opportunity to decline a development proposal that is

the impact of the proposed development rather than planning staff, and may stimulate the retailer

state the need to evaluate planning and development from an economic, environmental and



These principles are then used in a comprehensive process of community consultation to create

sustainable communities at a local level – one of the main means to achieving sustainability, in

density and development that supports transit, cycling and walking as viable and

least impact on agricultural land, mineral resources and protected environmental

While some argue that urban boundaries can decrease the amount of land available for

development and increase land values within the boundary, this strategy should not be too



One method of improving land use and transportation options is to simply maintain a

the importance of transportation alternatives is apparent for destination retail developments

be less than optimal in a winter city where transportation alternatives are not widely available or

policies should not only attempt to reduce the distance between types of uses through creating

should support an increased residential density in exchange for developments that build near



format retail developments but an adjacent municipality does not, many retailers would likely

neighbouring municipality to provide meaningful feedback on developments that would affect the

in some communities, there is a fear that growth might overwhelm the nature of



or growth, but can also be an effective means for planning the future development of areas that

and community capacity building, so that short and long term initiatives can be

between planners and the community, but also provides planners with the opportunity to

The importance of involving the community in planning and development decisions should

drawings and pictures to show how that particular community proposes to move forward with

or collaboration process must include residents, property owners, workers, business owners and



that the planners involved do not advocate for any particular direction or option, but remain

responsibility of the planners and policy makers to ensure that the goals and objectives of these

uses are regulated by building form and massing and on ground oriented dwellings or

•

•

•

•

•

•



commercial building facade should abut the street and provide door and window

each type of urban design guideline has its merits, it is up to each municipality to decide which

there are basic development standards in place that are articulated with developers, architects,

are communicated by a municipality in the early planning and development stages to reduce the

•

•

•

•

•



In addition to general design guidelines, it may be practical to create design guidelines for

architecture and landscaping, comfortable pedestrian environments, enhanced streetscapes and

Streetscaping

streetscaping initiatives are the initial capital costs, but municipalities often have provincial



It is the memory of a past experience a person had that continues to draw them back to that

Westboro Village, the block study area of Ottawa, has a distinct streetscape and a mix of

the area provides a wide variety of retailers, personal and professional services, restaurants



much more time should be devoted to understanding the culture and context of the district – the

characteristics of the residents, customers, business owners, in addition to the other uses that

into planning for places – distinctive places that appeal to all of the senses and meet the needs of

the success of commercial areas such as Westboro Village reveals to retail developers that

development standards are provincial building codes which present barriers towards energy

should play a key role in encouraging changes to provincial building codes, implementing and

considerations, municipalities should be at the forefront of discovering and promoting viable



5.3 Implications for Retail Developments

While it is the role of the planning system to provide the guidance and regulations for

following recommendations are to assist retailers and retail developers in achieving more

in numerous ways through the implementation of its sustainability initiatives, including free

Similar to integrating sustainability initiatives into the planning system, sustainability must be

The business community is an excellent place to begin encouraging sustainability into all aspects



consumers are sending businesses scrambling to bring environmentally friendly

could support a second or multiple store locations, opening satellite stores may be the best

suitable for smaller municipalities, and maintain their sustainability objectives in site location



technologies such as mail and telephone ordering, as well as incorporating new Internet ordering



complimentary retail outlets will have greater drawing power than the same outlets if they were

provision of smaller independent stores, other brand stores, coffee shops, restaurants, personal



In contrast to the suburban lifestyle centre commercial developments, locating within a

development including the rising costs and availability of land, as well as soaring construction

the returns on mixed use projects are similar to other retail developments, an advantage is

that in many cases a mixed use development occurs within a mature area where there is less

describe another approach to redevelopment opportunities that retailers and retail developers

that redevelopment initiatives must respect the local character and proceed at a scale that is



case study supports the community through education of general sustainability concepts and

green building initiatives, providing staff and product donations for events, promotional space

5.4  Further Research

future study may provide better insight by examining the evolution of the district, block, site and



for potential improvements in site location and development considerations on a random sample

5.5  Conclusion

are broad in scope and cover environmental, social and economic considerations, in addition to
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APPENDIX A: MEC STORE SIZE



APPENDIX B: SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA

development based on the goods and services provided in relation to their income and

Is the retail area concentrated between three or four city blocks to provide for easy



Is there an established niche market of products and services that serves to draw customers





APPENDIX C: KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW QUESTION PATHS

it is important that you understand the purpose of the study and how this information from the



it is important that you understand the purpose of the study and how this information from the

includes your current occupation, duration of employment and amount of time you have been

In your opinion, have any changes occurred in the surrounding retail/commercial district since






